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Abstract An attempt was made to quantify the contri-

bution of chemical pre-treatment on the color changes of

apple slices during hot air drying. The monitored color

attributes of apple slices were computed real time at drying

air temperatures of 50, 60, and 70 �C. The apple slices

dried in a computer vision system (CVS) assisted-hot air

dryer both with and without pre-treatment. The quantities

of measured color parameters for pre-treated (P.T.) sam-

ples were subtracted from the values obtained for untreated

(U.T.) samples at the same water content. For this purpose,

an artificial neural network was developed and used satis-

factorily for mapping out the color parameters of P.T.

samples at calculated moisture ratio for U.T. sample to

compute the physio-chemically significant difference.

From the results, it can be derived that a CVS seems to be a

promising tool when it comes to detecting and monitoring

the effects of various pre-treatments on being-processed

foodstuffs .
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Introduction

Food drying is a complex and uncertain process and its

ongoing mechanisms are not yet completely comprehended

[1]. It might sometimes lead to low quality end products

with unfavorable appearance mostly due to undesirable

physiochemical changes imposed to materials being dried.

The importance of food appearance as the first quality

index for consumers motivates researchers to focus on

further retaining or improving the original color of food-

stuffs during subsequent processing operations. This is the

main reason why highly sensitive, reliable, precise, and

rapid techniques are required for monitoring and evaluating

the color of food products under different thermal and non-

thermal processing. In addition, color variation of foods

during a process can be regarded as indirect indicator of

chemical and biochemical reactions in simpler and less

expensive manner than chemical analysis [2].

In a drying process, browning reactions and original

pigment destruction, which occur simultaneously with

moisture evaporation, are the most important observable

physiochemical changes when fruits dehydrate. The food-

stuffs browning can be categorized to enzymatic and non-

enzymatic types. In a drying process, polyphenol oxidase

(PPO) causes enzymatic browning while the browning by

Maillard reaction, caramelization and ascorbic acid

degradation are non-enzymatic. In the initial steps of dry-

ing process, the enzymatic color changes can be frequently

occurred by activating the polyphenol oxidase enzyme.

However, the Maillard reactions have a predominant effect

on product’s color alterations towards the end of the drying

process [3]. It is well documented that the sample pre-

treatment before drying can reduce various adverse phe-

notypic changes resulted from enzymatic and non-enzy-

matic reactions by inactivating the enzymes and inhibiting
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the Maillard reaction, respectively. Moreover, pre-treat-

ment speeds up the moisture evaporation [4] and improves

the color and texture of finished product to a large extent

[5]. The results of previous investigations showed that the

chemical pre-treatments could significantly improve the

final quality of dried fruits and vegetables [6]. Chemical

pre-treatment can be an effective approach in decelerating

enzymatic and non-enzymatic browning reactions during

thermal processing of foodstuffs and by tracking the color

changes influenced by chemical pre-treatment, a better

approach can be attained for retention and enhancement of

the nutritional values in processed foods.

The color changes resulted from enzymatic browning

can be expressed quantitatively using browning indicators

such as biochemical index e.g. using polyphenol oxidase

activity [7] or physical indicators, such as surface color [8].

In the case of foods’ surface color as a physical indicator,

colorimeters are one of the most extensively utilized

instruments in laboratories for the measurement of food

color [9]. In addition, non-invasive, reliable, and fast

measurements have been remarkably developed for con-

tinuous monitoring of food color changes during process-

ing using low cost computer vision system (CVS). A

literature survey shows that considerable number of works

have been devoted to study the color changes of foodstuffs

during drying using CVS in off-line mode [10, 11] and in

real-time mode [12, 13]. A real-time CVS seems to have a

large potential use in drying technology not only for con-

tinuous color monitoring but also for better understanding,

estimating, accommodating, automating, and controlling of

drying processes and associated facilities [14]. In this

study, we are also interested in understanding the level of

chemical pre-treatment’s contribution on improving the

color attributes of foodstuffs being dried. To the best of

authors’ knowledge, little insight is available about the

effects of chemical pre-treatment on color characteristics of

foodstuffs using a real-time CVS. The objectives of this

study were, therefore: (1) to investigate the effects of

chemical pre-treatment and different drying temperatures

on color changes of apple slices during hot air drying using

an in-process CVS and (2) to find the contribution of pre-

treatment on the final quality and color properties. The

study of how food color changes during a process also

allows deep understanding of the source of quality degra-

dation and it, thereby, facilitates improvement of the

quality of an end product. This research becomes more

important because of a movement today in food industry

from batch processing towards continuous processing, in

which the appeal for in-process quality feedback control is

increasing for producing healthy and high quality dried

foods.

Materials and methods

Sample preparation

Apples of Golden Delicious variety were collected from a

single tree to ensure they are relatively uniform in terms of

their shapes and maturity levels. The samples were cold-

stored at 5 �C before any experiment during a 5-day period.

Before each run, one apple was halved and used for drying

experiment to minimize the effects of variations in the

composition in various slices on experimental results. The

pretreated samples (P.T. samples) were prepared by cutting

one half of a washed, peeled and central parts-removed

apple into slices with a uniform thickness of 6 mm per-

pendicular to the fruit axis by a slicer machine. Then, the

slices were immersed into a solution of ascorbic acid

(0.5 % w/v) and citric acid (0.5 % w/v) for 5 min. Zhu

et al. [15] showed that this pretreatment resulted in the best

end product’s quality in terms of color parameters (L*, a*,

b* and Chroma). After 5-min immersion, the slices were

gently removed from the solution and blotted with a paper

towel. The remaining half apple was also cut into slices to

create corresponding untreated samples (U.T. samples).

These samples were placed along with P.T. samples on a

tray in a hot-air dryer immediately after cutting to elimi-

nate the enzymatic browning before drying experiments.

Before each drying experiment, the dryer was run for

30 min in order to achieve a stable steady-state condition.

All experiments were replicated three times.

Laboratory dryer

The drying of apple slices was investigated in a hot air

dryer developed in the department of Agricultural Engi-

neering Agricultural Machinery at University of Tehran

(Fig. 1a). The details on the design, the construction, and

the control system used in this dryer were given in the

previous work [16]. An image acquisition system consist-

ing of a color camera for capturing the top view image of

the samples was used. Images of apple samples were

captured using a CCD color camera (Canon G9 digital

color camera, Tokyo, Japan) with a remote capturing

capability. The digital color camera was located at a dis-

tance of 40 cm above the tray. The angle between the

camera length axis and the light source was set at 45� to

capture the diffuse reflection responsible for the color,

which occurred at that angle from the incident light. The

shutter speed was 1/8 s. All images were taken without

zoom and flash. The camera was connected to a PC via a

USB interface. Images were captured at their maximum
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resolution (4000 9 3000 pixels) with a scaling factor of

16.5:1 pixel/mm and were saved in a storage device on a

PC.

The prepared samples were dried at the drying air

temperatures of 50, 60, 70 �C, and drying air velocity of

2 m/s. Images of these samples were taken at an interval of

a minute. The sample slices were dried up until they reach

the equilibrium moisture content, which is the condition

where there is not any net moisture exchange between the

samples and the air.

Calculation of moisture ratio and water diffusion

coefficient

The initial moisture content of apple was 84.61 ± 1.53 %

on a wet basis (w.b.), measured according to the vacuum

oven drying method at 105 �C for 24 h. The moisture

content of apples slices was computed as follows:

Mt ¼
Wt �Wd

Wd

ð1Þ

where Mt is the apple slice’s moisture content at any drying

time (kg water/kg dry matter), Wt is the sample’s total

weight at any drying time and Wd is the sample dry weight

(g). The moisture ratio (MR) of apple slices can be calcu-

lated using the following equation:

MR ¼ Mt �Me

M0 �Me

ð2Þ

where MR is the moisture ratio, Me is the equilibrium

moisture content (kg water/kg dry matter), and Mo is the

initial moisture content (kg water/kg dry matter).

However, the Me can be neglected for products having

high initial moisture content [17]. Therefore, the above

equation was simplified to the following:

MR ¼ Mt

M0

ð3Þ

Fig. 1 a Schematic of the

designed and constructed

experimental dryer that includes

processing unit (1); displaying

monitor (2); human machine

interface (3); keyboard (4);

digital color camera (5);

fluorescent lamps (6);

straightener (7) temperature

sensor (8); weighing coad cell

(9); relative humidity,

temperature and medium

velocity sensors (10); eeating

elements (11); fan (12); and

b representation of the

developed and employed MLP-

ANN color kinetics modeling

system with one hidden layer
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The relationship of moisture ratio and drying time was

modeled by the Weibull distribution function using

MATLAB R2012a software (Mathworks Inc, US). The

Weibull equation is given by:

MR ¼ exp � t

a

� �b� �
ð4Þ

where a is the scale parameter of the Weibull model, b is

the shape parameter (dimensionless) and t is the sampling

time.

Three statistical parameters including Chi square (v2),
root mean square error (RMSE) and coefficient of deter-

mination (R2) were used to evaluate the model’s goodness

of fit. The Fick’s second law of diffusion was used to

calculate the moisture diffusion of apple slices during

drying (Eq. 5) [18]. This equation postulates a uniform

initial moisture distribution, negligible external resistance,

constant diffusivity and negligible shrinkage:

MR ¼ 8

p2
X1
n¼0

1

2nþ 1ð Þ2
exp � 2nþ 1ð Þ2p2Deff t

4L2

 !
ð5Þ

where Deff is the effective moisture diffusivity (m2/s), t is

the drying time (s), L is the half-thickness of samples

(m) and n is a positive integer.

Image analysis

Image processing relies profoundly on computer technol-

ogy and mathematical algorithms to recognize, differenti-

ate, and quantify images and consist of several steps such

as preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction and

interpretation. Image segmentation, as an important step in

the image analysis, is dividing an image into region of

interest, which are apple slices in this research, and back-

ground. The apple slices were precisely segmented from

the images according to the algorithm, written in Matlab

codes, specified as follows:

1. An image was split into non-overlapping quadrilateral

blocks. Each block had both apple and background

regions (Fig. 2b).

2. Threshold value of all sub-images was calculated

according to Otsu’s optimum method [19] to minimize

the interclass variance of thresholding black and white

pixels (Fig. 2b2).

3. Morphological operations were carried out to generate

quality segmented blocks (Fig. 2b3, b4).

4. All of the processed sub-images were concatenated to

form the processed overall image.

Finally, the samples were extracted from its background

in the original color image by multiplying the binary

image, which was resulted from above-mentioned

segmentation algorithm, to three primary color channels of

the original image before concatenating the products.

Calibration of CVS with a standard colorimeter

In order to calibrate the digital color system, color values

of 12 color paper sheets were selected and measured using

a Hunter Lab colorimeter. The values of the corresponding

regions were also measured using our developed CVS. The

L*, a* and b* values of each color sheet were then com-

puted using a program written in MATLAB. Finally,

L*a*b* values obtained from the CVS were used to cal-

culate the regression against those measured by Hunter Lab

colorimeter according to the method has been described by

León et al. [20].

Color parameter extraction

The images were acquired in RGB color space. The images

were then converted to L*a*b* color space. The values of

L*, a* and b* extracted from the apple slice images were

used to determine three parameters of (1) total amount of

color changes (DE), (2) browning index (BI) and (3)

chroma (CH). These parameters were calculated from the

following formulas to determine the color changes occur-

red on the surface of apple slices during drying process

[21]

DE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðL� � L�0Þ

2 þ ða� � a�0Þ
2 þ ðb� � b�0Þ

2
q

ð6Þ

CH ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ða�2 þ b�2

p
ð7Þ

BI ¼ ½100ðx� 0:31Þ�
0:17

that; x ¼ a� þ 1:75L�

5:645L� þ a� � 3:012b�

ð8Þ

The values of chroma and browning index were normalized

by dividing their current values (CH, and BI) by their

corresponding initial values (CH0, BI0). Hereafter, the

normalized browning index and normalized chroma are

shown as BI/BI0 and CH/CH0, respectively.

Quantifying the contribution of chemical pre-

treatment on the color improvement of apple slices

In this study, the difference between DE, BI/BI0, and CH/

CH0 values of U.T and their corresponding P.T samples

were calculated to find the contribution of chemical pre-

treatment on the samples’ color attributes. An Artificial

Neural Network (ANN) was employed in order to correlate

the color parameters of P.T. samples to those of U.T.

samples at the same temperature and moisture ratio. After

enough trial and error with different network topologies a

multilayer perceptron (MLP) network with one hidden
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layer trained by back-propagation (BP) algorithm was

chosen. The structure of MLP network is shown in Fig. 1b.

This network was used for simulating the color character-

istics as a function of drying air temperature, moisture

ratio, and type of treatment (with and without pre-treat-

ment). A number of 1027 data patterns, obtained from

experiments, were randomly divided into a 616 points set

(60 % of the whole dataset), a 154-points set (15 % of the

original dataset), and 257 points set (25 % of the whole

dataset) for the training, cross-validation and testing of the

selected network, respectively. The ANN had three input

neurons and three output neurons. A tangent sigmoid was

used as the hidden layer transfer function and a linear

function was the transfer function in the output layer. The

Levenberg–Marquardt error minimization algorithm, 40

hidden neurons, and 1000 training epochs were found to be

the best network structural characteristics after several

simulations by networks with all possible combinations of

these parameters. The statistical parameters of coefficient

of determination (R2), mean square error (MSE), and mean

absolute error (MAE) were considered for explaining the

prediction accuracy of the ANN model [22]. The R2, MSE

and MAE are calculated from the following equations [13]:

R2 ¼ 1�
PN

i¼1 yicalc � yiexp

� �2
PN

i¼1 yicalc � �y
� �2 ð9Þ

MSE ¼ 1

N

XN

i¼1
yicalc � yiexp

� �2
ð10Þ

MAE ¼ 1

N

XN

i¼1
yicalc � yiexp

			
			 ð11Þ

Statistical analysis

The results were statistically analyzed in SPSS v20 (IBM

Inc, US) using a 3 9 2 factorial design (3 temperatures 9 2

sample treatments). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was

performed to explain whether the effects of air temperature

and sample treatment were significant (p\ 0.05) on the

coefficients of Weibull model and the color parameters of

apple slices at the end of drying process.

Fig. 2 Consecutive steps for extracting foreground from background: a original color image; b splitted image to non-overlapping quadrilateral

blocks; b1–b4 binarizing and morphological operations of each block; c binary image; d final desirable image
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Results and discussion

Drying kinetics, mathematical modeling,

and moisture diffusion coefficient

The drying curves of apple slices at different drying tem-

peratures of 50, 60 and 70 �C are shown in Fig. 3. The

moisture ratio decreased exponentially with drying time

and the reduction rate was greater at higher drying tem-

peratures. The results showed that the moisture of P.T.

samples evaporated relatively faster than that of U.T.

samples at both drying air temperature of 60 and 70 �C.
This finding was probably because of apples pectin-struc-

tured cell wall loosening in acidic environment [6] that

facilitated the movement of water from the interior tissue

to the exterior surface due to an increase in intra-cellular

spaces, inter-cellular channels and formation of new

pathways through the structure [23]. On the other hand, the

formation of rigid layer in U.T. sample due to the collapse

of cells and pores on the surface could possibly rebate

water removal from the cell internal part [24]. However,

there was no significant difference in drying rate of P.T.

and U.T. samples at drying air temperature of 50 �C. This
was probably related to the formation of impermeable layer

at the surface of apple slices because of long drying time,

which hindered the moisture evaporation to a large extent

[16]. Generally, it could be concluded that the effect of pre-

treatment was more noticeable at higher drying

temperature.

The results of the drying kinetics modeling are shown in

Table 1. The results indicated that the Weibull model was

satisfactorily fitted to the experimental data (R2[ 0.99,

RMSE\ 0.01). The scale parameter (a) decreased signif-

icantly (p\ 0.05) with increasing drying air temperature.

This parameter was also lower for the pre-treatment slices.

However, the shape parameter (b) in the model did not

vary significantly (p[ 0.05) by drying air temperature and

chemical pre-treatment application. Also, the moisture

diffusion of apple slices increased meaningfully (p\ 0.05)

when samples were pre-treated, as previously explained for

drying curve.

Color changes of apple slices

Figure 4 indicates the typical images from both P.T. and

U.T. apple slices at drying air temperature of 70 �C with a

time interval of 10 min. As it can be seen, the color

changes of P.T. samples were even visually different from

the color changes of U.T. slices at different drying times.

This difference could be related to the further progressing

of chemical, biochemical, and physical changes in U.T.

apple slices by stimulating most of the enzymatic and non-

enzymatic reactions. These reactions could successively

lead to intensive organoleptic alterations. However, these

modifications were significantly lower for P.T. samples due

to the reduction of the enzymatic and non-enzymatic

browning reactions by chemical pre-treatment. Similar

trends were found for other drying temperatures.

Figure 5 presents the variations of DE, BI/BI0 and CH/

CH0 for both P.T. and U.T. samples at different drying air

temperature against moisture ratio. The effect of drying air

temperature on the DE of the finished product was not

significant (p[ 0.05), whereas this parameter was signifi-

cantly affected by pre-treatment (p\ 0.05). It was

observed that the samples became brownish as the drying

process progressed. Overall, the variations of DE could be

resulted from the decomposition of original pigments, the

formation of brown pigments by enzymatic and non-en-

zymatic browning reactions and the formation of other

undesirable pigments. The pigments responsible for apple

original color are said to be chlorophyll (green), car-

otenoids, flavonoids (yellow) and anthocyanins (red) [25].

The DE of both P.T. and U.T. slices rapidly increased at

initial step of drying process and then reached to a quasi-

equilibrium state condition with further evaporating of

samples moisture. The rapid increment of DE in initial

stage of drying process could be possibly associated with

the rapid synthesis of phenolic compounds and the higher

rate of non-enzymatic browning reactions in the U.T. and
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Fig. 3 Effect of drying air temperature and sample pre-treatment on

moisture ratio of apple slices during hot air drying
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P.T. samples, respectively [26]. It must be noted that

Millard reaction during which an interaction between

reducing sugars and amino acids occurs, is easily stimu-

lated in wet products during thermal processing [3]. This

finding might be also resulted from the product’s structural

shrinkage that subsequently increase the opacity of dehy-

drated fruit slices [27]. According to Lewicki et al. [28],

the predominant part of structural modifications of the

apple slices occurs during the first few-minute period of

drying process when abrupt cellular changes happen that

demonstrates the intensive changes in structural shrinkage

and sample’s opacity. The quasi-equilibrium trend in DE of

apple slices towards to the end of drying process might be

because of the inhibitory effect of pH decrement on

Maillard reaction. This could be explained by continuous

declining of pH in both P.T. and U.T. apple slices from

forming the organic acids (i.e. formic acid and acetic acid)

and the consumption of amino acids [29, 30]. It is also clear

from Fig. 5 that the DE of U.T. samples at all drying

temperatures were significantly higher than the total color

difference for P.T. slices. This could be related to the

contact of enzymes and substrates available in U.T. apple

slices such as Catechin, Anthocyanidins, and Flavonols,

that resulted in enzymatic browning reactions immediately

after slicing. In the P.T. slices, the acidic solution lowered

the pH in samples by protonating more amino group in the

equilibrium state and reducing their reactivity with sugars

[31]. Additionally, the citric acid acted as a metal chelator

to confine copper and iron availability required for

polyphenol oxidase (PPO) activation, which is the cause of

enzymatic browning and discoloration [15]. The ascorbic

acid does not inhibit polyphenol oxidase directly but acts as

a reducing compound and reduces the orthoquinones to

colorless dehydroxyphenols [3]. This in turn limited the

oxygen diffusion into the product during drying by creating

a barrier due to process namely ‘‘reaction deactivation’’

and, accordingly, the color variations in apple slices were

strictly decelerated [32]. On the other hand, the enzymes

are complex proteins and the shapes of proteins are altered

by denaturation in acidic environments, preventing

enzymes from performing their function. Thus, the

enzymatic browning in P.T. samples was considerably

eliminated. Generally, the elevated drying air temperature

and long drying time provided enough inputs for devel-

oping more brown pigments by stimulating the Maillard

reaction. It was, however, found that the drying time had

more significant contribution to developing brown pig-

ments than that of the drying air temperature. Apples

possess more than twice as much free fructose as glucose

[33]. It is also well documented that the initial stages of the

Maillard reaction occurs more rapidly in fructose than in

glucose. This is because fructose exists in the open-chain

form to a greater extent than glucose does. In the other

word, the browning intensity of fructose is higher than

glucose. Therefore, the prolongation of drying duration

accelerated the Maillard reaction drastically and subse-

quently the color changes in the apple slices being dried.

Surprisingly, the highest DE was belonged to the U.T.

slices at 60 �C drying air temperature, followed by the DEs
of U.T. apple samples dried at drying temperature of 50

and 70 �C, respectively. There could be two reasons for

increasing DE at 60 �C with respect to other two temper-

atures. First, according to Suvarnakuta, et al. [34], similar

to what happens in carrots while being dried, the b-car-
otene content of apple slices also can continuously

decrease at drying temperature of 60 �C due to activating

lipoxygenase and peroxidase enzymes at around this tem-

perature and thus degrading the major part of available

carotenoid. Secondly, the chlorophylls also might be oxi-

dized by lipooxygenase and drying air and turned to

allomerized chlorophylls [35]. By comparison of DE values

of P.T. and U.T. samples at drying air temperature of

60 �C, it could be concluded that the chemical pre-treat-

ment satisfactorily lessened the disadvantageous effects of

the enzymes on the color of apple slices being dried. The

P.T. apple slices dried at drying air temperature of 70 �C
had the lowest DE. It was probably because almost all

enzymes were inactivated in the conditions with higher

temperature and lower pH from acid application. Due to

the fact, the PPO is not a heat-stable enzyme and even a

short time exposure to high temperature such as 70 �C is

sufficient for inactivating this enzyme [36]. Also, the

Table 1 Coefficients of the Weibull model and moisture diffusion for each experiment and corresponding statistical assessment

Treatment Drying air

temperature (�C)
a b R2 RMSE v2 Deff (m

2/s) 9 10-9

Untreated samples 50 143.90 ± 0.01 0.97 ± 0.05 0.999 4.545 9 10-3 3.070 9 10-5 1.64 ± 0.06

60 106.15 ± 2.89 1.00 ± 0.02 0.999 2.998 9 10-3 8.411 9 10-6 2.26 ± 0.10

70 87.44 ± 5.01 1.01 ± 0.02 0.999 3.302 9 10-3 8.059 9 10-6 2.71 ± 0.01

Pre-treated sample 50 141.70 ± 4.52 0.92 ± 0.05 0.997 9.419 9 10-3 1.001 9 10-3 1.65 ± 0.02

60 92.38 ± 5.14 1.02 ± 0.01 0.999 1.852 9 10-3 3.463 9 10-6 2.69 ± 0.11

70 62.78 ± 3.86 1.01 ± 0.01 0.999 4.418 9 10-3 2.055 9 10-5 3.87 ± 0.13
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lowest DE could be explained by the rapid moisture

evaporation at the high drying air temperature of 70 �C and

the subsequent reduction of Maillard reaction, which, in

turn, reduced producing brown pigments. On the other

hand, the formed brown pigments possibly decomposed

into colorless compounds by increasing drying air tem-

perature [37, 38]. It is also mentioned that the higher sol-

ubility of b-carotene pigments at higher drying

0 min 10 min

20 min 30 min

40 min 50 min

Fig. 4 Typical images taken

from both pre-treated (P.T.) and

untreated (U.T) apple slices at

drying air temperature of 70 �C
at an interval time of 10 min
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temperatures persevered them from destruction and sub-

sequently lowered the DE of samples [39].

As shown in Fig. 5, the BI/BI0 of dried apple slices at

the end of drying process was not significantly influenced

by drying temperature and chemical pre-treatment

(p[ 0.05). Overall, the results showed that the BI/BI0
increased as drying proceeded. The BI/BI0 of the U.T.

samples during the drying process was higher than that of

the P.T. slices due to the intensive enzymatic and non-

enzymatic activities in U.T. samples. This can be also

related to the instability of anthocyanins in the presence of

endogenous enzymes such as peroxidase, polyphenoloxi-

dase, and b-glucosidase [40]. Anthocyanins are water-sol-

uble vacuolar pigments that may appear red, purple, or blue

depending on the acidity of the surrounding environment.

The other pigments could be also hydrolyzed to sugars and

anthocyanidins during drying. However, the anthocyani-

dins are unstable and may degrade to colorless derivatives

or may become part of the polymeric colored compounds

during the Maillard reactions. It has been also reported that

thermal degradation of anthocyanins in foods is closely

related to the increased use of browning matters [41]. On

the other hand, thiamine is another colorless water-soluble

vitamin compound that strongly reacts in the Maillard

reactions [42]. Furthermore, the major part of chlorophylls

is converted to pheophytins and pheophytin epimers during

a prolonged heat treatment and their color dramatically

changes from bright green to olive-brown [35]. Subse-

quently, the BI/BI0 of U.T. sample becomes more than that

of P.T. slices. The intensive color alterations of samples

dried at the drying air temperature of 60 �C could be also

inferred by activating the peroxidase enzyme at this tem-

perature and degrading the anthocyanins as food colorants

[40]. Generally, non-enzymatic browning might degrade

the nutritional value such as anthocyanins and thiamine. It

was expected that an increase in the drying air temperature

would increase the browning index because of the higher

rate of the Maillard reactions and more brown pigment

formation. This statement was true for all drying air tem-

peratures except for U.T. samples at drying air temperature

60 min 70 min

80 min 90 min

Fig. 4 continued
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of 60 �C. It might be linked to the effects of lipoxygenase

and peroxidase enzymes at this temperature, as previously

illustrated. In the above sentences, it is stated that the

discoloring of formatted brown pigments might increase

with increasing drying air temperature. However, the val-

ues of BI/BI0 in this study did not demonstrate this claim. It

seemed that the rate of brown pigment formation at ele-

vated drying air temperatures was drastically predominated

over the rate of the formatted brown pigment discoloration.

Ascorbic acid used during samples dipping might probably

generate the same products as the intermediates in the

Maillard browning of pentoses [43]. However, the inves-

tigation on how the BI/BI0 of P.T. samples changed

showed that this type of browning had a negligible con-

tribution in the BI value of apple slices. However, the

changes of DE followed a different trend than that for BI/

BI0 as the drying temperature increased. It might be related

to the definition of DE and BI, which are ‘‘the deviation

from initial color’’ and the ‘‘the formation of brown pig-

ments’’, respectively. On the other hand, the order of non-

linearity of browning index (Eq. 8) was profoundly higher

than the total color difference (Eq. 6) with respect to the

variations of L*a*b*. This indicates that the results of BI

are difficult to be interpreted compared with the results of

DE, which is directly proportional to the brown pigments

formation and original pigments decomposition.
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Fig. 5 Effect of drying air temperature and pretreatment on total color difference, normalized browning index and normalized chroma of apple

slices during hot air drying
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Fig. 6 The experimental data

vs the data generated by the

developed ANN model for DE,
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Nevertheless, the chlorophyll and carotenoid pigments

decomposition might play an inverse role in the magnitude

of BI.

The effect of drying air temperature on the CH/CH0

values of dried apple slices was significant (p\ 0.05). The

changes of CH/CH0 showed an up-ward parabolic trend

with respect to the moisture content for most of the drying

experiments, as shown in Fig. 5. The CH/CH0 value of P.T.

samples in which only non-enzymatic browning reactions

occurred, was significantly lower than that of the U.T slices

for which both enzymatic and non-enzymatic browning

reactions. Also, according to Hiranvarachat et al. [6], the b-
carotene in the presence of acid stays almost unchanged

during drying, evidencing the lower DE and CH/CH0 for

P.T. slices. The CH/CH0 values sharply increased for

pretreated samples at the drying air temperature of 70 �C
towards to the end of the drying process; since the visible

small cracks were established at the inner edge of apple

slices due to an intensive thermal stress and a structural

shrinkage (see Fig. 4). Thereafter, the major counterpart of

the retained pigments and intact sugars were exposed to the

direct contact with the oxygen of drying air. The oxygen

available in the drying air can act not only as the substrates

for the enzymes [44] but also as a catalyst for the Maillard

reaction [45]. Thus, performing drying operation in oxy-

genless hot media might remarkably preserve the nutri-

tional value of foods during drying.

Contribution of chemical pre-treatment on the color

improvement of apple slices

For quantifying the contribution of chemical pre-treatment

on the color changes of the apple slices, the DE, BI/BI0,
and CH/CH0 of the P.T. samples were subtracted from their

corresponding values in the U.T. slices. A Multilayer

Perceptron (MLP) Artificial Neural Network (ANN) sys-

tem was employed to calculate the color attributes of P.T.

samples at the same moisture ratios obtained for U.T.

samples in the same drying air temperature, and vice versa,

for creating phenomenological results. Figure 6 shows the

experimental and simulated values of the color parameters

for apple slices by the MLP-ANN topology. Table 2 indi-

cates the performance of the selected network configura-

tion. The simulated data precisely matched the

experimental data (R2[ 0.9997, MSE\ 0.0003 and
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Fig. 7 Contribution of chemical pre-treatment on DE, BI/BI0, and
CH/CH0 of apple slices at different drying air temperatures

Table 2 Performance of the

selected MLP ANN for

simulating the color attributes of

apple slices during drying

Performance DE BI/BI0 CH/CH0

MSE on training 8.5259 9 10-6

MSE on cross validation 8.9858 9 10-6

MSE on testing 2.7939 9 10-4 7.4647 9 10-6 5.1610 9 10-7

MAE on testing 1.2715 9 10-2 1.8759 9 10-3 5.6285 9 10-4

R2 0.9997 0.9999 0.9999
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MAE\ 0.0127). Therefore, color characteristics of P.T.

and U.T. samples specify the contribution of chemical pre-

treatment on the color attributes of apple samples.

Figure 7 illustrates the contribution of chemical pre-

treatment on DE, BI/BI0 and CH/CH0. The chemical pre-

treatment satisfactorily preserved the original color of

apple slices during drying. It was expected that the con-

tribution of chemical pre-treatment on DE would increase

with drying air temperature because the rate of enzymatic

and non-enzymatic reactions increase. Interestingly, the

higher contribution of chemical pre-treatment was found

for the samples dried at the air temperature of 60 �C
noteworthy due to the stimulating of peroxidase enzyme, as

previously explained. This means that the dominant color

improvement by chemical pre-treatment was achieved at

the drying air temperature of 60 �C, due to inactivating of

enzymes. The contribution of chemical pre-treatment on

DE decreased with further reduction of moisture content,

since the rate of enzymatic and non-enzymatic reactions

slowed down at lower water content. However, the sig-

nificant color improvement was achieved by chemical pre-

treatment at drying air temperature of 70 �C towards to the

end drying process. It might be presumably related to the

creating of sensible cracks at inner edge of U.T. slices due

to severe drying conditions, facilitating the contact

between enzymes and reducing sugars with oxygen of

drying air. Thus, the concentration of brown pigments at

inner edge of the slices strongly increased, which in turns

influenced the color parameters of the whole slices. How-

ever, this undesirable phenomenon was considerably

reduced by pre-treating the samples before placing them in

the dryer, as shown in Figs. 4 and 7. The similar results

with an inconsiderable deviation were found for the con-

tribution of chemical pre-treatment on the BI/BI0 index.

The CH/CH0 index did not significantly varied between

different drying air temperatures due to the lower sensi-

tivity of b-carotene to thermal treatment, as previously

expressed. While, the contribution of chemical pre-treat-

ment on CH/CH0 was non-linearly increased with reducing

moisture content, meaning that the major part of undesir-

able color changes was avoided towards to the end of

drying process.

Conclusions

In the presented investigation, a computer vision system

was developed for monitoring the color changes of apple

slices dried in a hot air dryer. From the results of this

project, it was confirmed that the CVS could be employed

for automated and in-line assessment of foodstuffs color

changes under different unit operations. Looking at the

changes in the color attributes of the samples also showed

that the quality of finished apple slices was considerably

improved with the chemical pre-treatments. Drying air

temperature indicated an important role in the color vari-

ations of apple samples during hot air drying. Also, a new

method was presented with the help of ANN to determine

the contribution of samples pre-treatment on the color

variations of apple slices using data obtained by a real-time

CVS. Determination of the level of contributions of

chemical pre-treatment to the color attributes of foodstuffs

during drying improves our understanding about the source

of browning, and subsequently helps in facilitating the

optimization of the end product quality. However, further

comprehensive studies are required to detail the contribu-

tions of enzymatic and non-enzymatic reactions and pig-

ment destruction on the color attributes of foodstuffs

during processing. Furthermore, the results indicated that

non homogeneity, anisotropy and also complexity of the

processes by which the color of foodstuffs changes hinder

the effective application of the previously developed

empirical models for precise real-time monitoring and

automation. Consequently, the use of CVS is suggested as

a powerful tool to assess the quality of food products

during drying. Determination of the contribution of

chemical pre-treatment on product’s color changes through

employing a CVS can provide a promising approach

leading to improve drying process, understanding its

mechanism, predicting the optimum settings to reach the

best end-product quality, and controlling the system

accordingly.
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